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Background

The exponential growth of tourism to sacred sites, and its double digit growth projection come 2020 and managerial issues (UNWTO, 2014 & Tourism & More, 2014. As well as the changing nature, demand and expectations of contemporary sacred site visitors, to include the typical faith-based visitor (Kartal et al., 2015). Whose demand for renewed spiritual services and ‘entertaining’ experiences poses operational challenges for these custodians who might not be conversant with the operational complexities of catering to these diversity of needs and expectations.

Knowledge Gap

A review and critique of extant literature in the religious tourism and pilgrimage scholarship revealed a paucity of empirical exploration into the management of visitors diverse requirements and the implications for upholding traditional spiritual values from a managerial perspective globally and in the Irish context.

Research Question

How do Irish Sacred Sites cater to their diverse visitor requirements? and what are the challenges and approaches in catering to these needs and the implications for upholding traditional spiritual values?

Methodology

Findings revealed how the pressure of catering to a multiplicity of visitor’s needs seems to be;

- Detracting custodians from their original spiritual focus.
- While extensive structural and procedural changes and the act of operating too rigidly two identities are posing significant challenges for upholding traditional spiritual values, site authenticity, integrity, identity and representativeness.
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Research Implications

The study has significant implications for the future of religious heritages and their sustainability for future generational consumption, given the prevailing circumstances.